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ABSTRACT
SOLID STATE POLYANILINE SUPERCAPACITORS BASED ON
ELECTRODES FABRICATED WITH
ELECTROPOLYMERIZATION
Jonathan R. Blincoe
Old Dominion University, 2019
Director: Dr. Gon Namkoong
Supercapacitors are energy storage devices with the potential to overshadow
lithium-ion batteries in the energy storage sector. Generally supercapacitors store
less energy than a lithium-ion battery, but make up for it with much higher power
densities that allow supercapacitors to charge and discharge quickly. This can be
through the formation of an electric double layer or faradaic phenomenon between
the electrode and electrolyte. The energy storage mechanism relies heavily on the
electrode material and the ions contained within the electrolyte. In this research,
polyaniline was used as an active material to prepare supercapacitors. Polyaniline is
a conductive polymer that is redox active and can be fabricated to be highly porous,
making it an excellent choice for supercapacitors. It was found that a specific con-
centration of precursor solution containing aniline in diluted sulfuric acid could be
electropolymerized at an optimized voltage of 1.21V to form an anodic deposit of
polyaniline capable of 612 F/g in a half-cell with standard 1M H2SO4 electrolyte.
This can be enhanced with hydroquinone as a redox mediator, causing the half-cell
to exhibit 3,416 F/g on average with 0.1M hydroquinone added to the electrolyte.
This design was further tested in a full cell with aqueous electrolyte and polyvinyl al-
cohol electrolyte. The final design iteration is a symmetric solid state supercapacitor
with polyvinyl alcohol electrolyte containing hydroquinone. The completed device
exhibited 307 F/g on average.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Research and growth in clean, renewable energy generation demands a great
need for inexpensive, green energy storage to limit the human impact on climate
change. Lithium-ion batteries currently dominate the energy storage market but
can be dangerous and charge slowly. Supercapacitors are devices that can quickly
store a massive amount of energy and deliver high power. While batteries typically
store more energy, research is leading towards the next generation of energy storage
devices- supercapacitors with energy densities comparable to lithium-ion batteries.
Solar power in particular needs supercapacitors capable of safely storing the excess
energy produced during the day to power homes and charge electric vehicles. Elec-
tric vehicles can benefit from supercapacitors as they require both bursts of high
power output and a massive energy storage to maximize the travel distance on a
full charge and for things such as acceleration and regenerative braking. Current
electric vehicles feature lithium-ion batteries which are heavy, charge slowly, and can
be extremely dangerous. A typical supercapacitor exhibits an order of magnitude
lower energy density and two orders of magnitude higher power density than lithium-
ion batteries. This means the supercapacitor is capable of charging three orders of
magnitude faster. Additionally, lithium-ion batteries have fairly low cycle stability
while new supercapacitive devices feature retention of over 95 percent and exhibit
stable behavior for two to three orders of magnitude more cycles than of batteries [1].
Supercapacitors are also desirable for wearable electronics as they can be lightweight
and flexible.
Supercapacitors differ from normal capacitors as they employ porous materials
with high surface areas to store charge throughout a volume of active electrode
2material. The maximum theoretical capacitance assumes that every bit of active
material is able to participate in the reaction. Realistically, this is not the case as
only the outer layers of material are active. This urges the importance of the materials
morphology to have the optimal surface area exposure while still maintaining a stable
structure. As a result, electrodes with thin films of active material generally operate
the best. A thicker film might accumulate a high electrical or ionic resistance, leading
to poor performance, while requiring more material cost.
It is important to note that while expensive production methods can be used
to build extremely high functioning devices, there is a greater need for low-cost
mass production of reasonably high functioning devices to satisfy the power needs
of electronics using lithium-ion batteries for energy storage. The goal of this thesis
was to formulate a scalable electrochemical fabrication technique for low-cost mass
production of supercapacitor electrodes.
1.1 ELECTROCHEMICAL SUPERCAPACITORS
Electrochemical supercapacitors store energy through Faradaic charge transfer
between the electrode and the electrolyte. The reaction can be either capacitive or
non-capacitive, where the Faradaic devices that exhibit capacitive charge storage are
deemed pseudocapacitive [2]. Pseudocapacitive materials exhibit electrochemical sig-
natures similar to EDL capacitors, while non-capacitive mechanisms result in sharp
peaks that arise at specific potentials [3], [4]. The non-capacitive process are gener-
ally expressed by the Nernst equation and can be referred to as Nernstian processes
[2]. Either way, the charge storage mechanism must cycle reversibly to be effective.
The different ways are through redox reactions, intercalation, or electrosorption [5].
A basic representation of a redox reaction is expressed as:
O + ne− ⇐⇒ R (1)
3where the oxidized species O requires n electrons to oxidize from the reduced form R
[6]. The Gibbs free energy change ∆G, measured in J mol-1, in an electrochemical cell
is related to the standard free energy change ∆G0 and the change in concentrations
of O and R by:
∆G = ∆G0 +RTln
(
[R]
[O]
)
(2)
In the equation, R is the gas constant (8.3145 J mol-1 K-1) and T is the temperature
(K). The free energy change ∆G is an important thermodynamic parameter that
provides insight into the exchange of energy within a system depending on a systems
enthalpy and entropy at a given temperature [7]. A spontaneous reaction occurs
when the value is negative. A positive value means work is gained by the system,
which can be related to redox mechanisms by the total number of electrons passed
n and the electromotive force E of the cell [8]:
∆G = −nEF (3)
where Faradays constant F is the charge passed by one mole of electrons (1F = 96485
C mol-1). The electromotive force in this case is the potential between the electrodes
[6].The standard free energy change ∆G0 is related to the standard electrode potential
E0 as well:
∆G0 = −nE0F (4)
The previous three equations together can then be used to derive the well-known
Nernst equation, which relates the potential of the electrochemical cell with the
degree of oxidation:
4E = E0 +
RT
nF
ln
(
[O]
[R]
)
(5)
An early relationship between the charge transferred and the amount of material
was established when Faraday published what would one day be known as Faradays
laws of electrolysis in 1834 [9]. The laws describe that the amount of charge trans-
ferred can be found based on the directly proportional to the number of electrons
transferred [10]:
Q = mnF (6)
where Q is the electrochemical charge associated with a number of active species in
moles (m) each gaining or losing a certain number of electrons (n).
The most commonly used metric for comparing supercapacitors is the specific
capacitance [11]. The specific capacitance is the capacitance per measured unit,
whether gravimetric (F g-1), volumetric (F mL-1), areal (F cm-2), linear (F cm-1),
or normalized (F cm-1). Equation 6 can be modified to represent the capacitance
that arises from this reaction. The capacitance is then calculated based on the ratio
between the amount of charge accumulated and the potential window of the reaction
[12]:
C =
mnF
∆E
=
Q
∆E
(7)
The energy density is the amount of total energy the device can store at once.
The energy density E(J) can be determined based on the capacitance C and the
operating voltage range V [13]:
E(J) =
CV 2
2
=
QV
2
(8)
5In this equation, the capacitance can either be the specific capacitance or the total
capacitance to result in the specific energy density and the total energy density
respectively. Additionally, the specific energy density can be found by dividing the
total energy density by the active weight of the device. This is the same in regards
to the power density, which is a measure of the power that can be exerted by the
device.
The power density P is based on the maximum voltage V across the device when
fully charged and the equivalent series resistance RS of the device [13]:
P =
V 2
4Rs
(9)
The specific energy density is typically measured in watt hours per kilogram (Wh
kg-1) and the specific power density in watts per kilogram (W kg-1). The energy
equation above must be divided by 3600 to convert joules to Wh. Notice also the
only difference between the units for energy density and the power density is time.
The charge time can then be estimated roughly as the energy density divided by
the power density. Energy storage devices can then be compared on the basis of a
Ragone plot which plots the energy density against the power density with diagonal
lines marking charge times.
Typically, batteries have higher energy densities while supercapacitors have higher
power densities. For now, this means batteries and supercapacitors are potentially
useful for different applications, but research in supercapacitor technology is closing
the gap with high energy density supercapacitors. A few examples being an asym-
metric supercapacitor in an aqueous electrolyte with an energy density of 66.4 Wh
kg-1 [14], an asymmetric supercapacitor in an organic electrolyte 80.4 Wh kg-1 [15],
and a lithium-based asymmetric supercapacitor using a common battery electrolyte
6achieved an energy density of 157.5 Wh kg-1 [16]. That is higher than many commer-
cial batteries, but is only just beginning to compete with current lithium-ion battery
research which has attained over 800 Wh kg-1 [17]. The power densities are not quite
as comparable between the two. Supercapacitors operate with power densities on
the scale of 104 W kg-1 and even higher for those focusing on optimizing specific
power. An example is a ruthenium, graphene, and carbon nanotube hybrid foam
based symmetric supercapacitor with an aqueous electrolyte that achieved 128 kW
kg-1 [18]. Batteries are often less than 1 kW kg-1, but can be designed to reach 10
kW kg-1 for high power needs [17].
The resistances existing within a supercapacitor will all result in energy losses
in some form. The two significant resistances being the electrical resistance and
the forces acting upon an ion traveling through porous media [19]. Regardless of
the energy storage mechanism, electrons lose energy across material interfaces and
when traveling through conductive materials. Losses also result from electrolyte ions
moving through or interacting with a porous substrate. A higher electrolyte viscosity
or an extremely dense pore structure can result in higher resistances [20]. In depth
discussions about modeling the behavior of electrochemical supercapacitors can be
found in a paper by P. Guillemet, et al. or Conways book [3], [21].
1.1.1 POLYANILINE SUPERCAPACITORS
Polyaniline (PANI) is a conductive polymer that is heavily researched for energy
storage due to its unique properties, low manufacturing cost, environmental stability
[22], and design flexibility [23]. PANI is also a useful material for sensors [24], solar
cells [25], and electrochromic devices [26]. To fully understand how and why PANI is
useful for these applications, one should first understand the structure of the polymer
chains and how they form.
Polyaniline can be represented in general by Figure 1, where the polymer chain
7FIG. 1: The basic repeating unit of polyaniline.
contains y reduced groups and (1−y) oxidized groups repeated x times [27]. Polyani-
line is often referenced as one of three forms based on the degree of oxidation. The
form containing only reduced groups (y = 1) with amine groups connecting ben-
zenoid rings is called leucoemeraldine, the fully oxidized form (y = 0) with imine
groups connecting alternating benzenoid and quinonoid rings is referred to as perni-
graniline, and the emeraldine form (y = 0.5) is the middle stage with equal reduced
and oxidized groups. This change in oxidation state causes a change in band energy,
which causes this material to be electrochromic.
Part of the massive interest in polyaniline stems from the ability to protonate
the nitrogen sites along the backbone of the polymer chain with acids to increase
conductivity [28], [29]. This is because the protonation of H+ adds holes that cause
delocalization, and the degree of delocalization has a direct effect on the conductivity
since conductivity is related to charge carrier mobility [29], [30]. Protonation will
occur when the pH of an aqueous acid solution is less than 4 and will form mostly salt
form when pH is near 0 [28]. Protonation is favored at imine sites until about half
of the sites are protonated, then internal redox mechanisms cause the double-bonds
to reorganize [29], [31]. The fully protonated emeraldine salt takes the form shown
in Figure 2 in which X- is the ion from the acid HX [27], [31], [32].
Polyaniline can also be doped with various ions in solution to result in varying
levels of conductivity [28], [33]. Emeraldine experiences the most change in conduc-
tivity from ion doping when compared to pernigraniline and leucoemeraldine, and
8FIG. 2: The repeating unit of the protonated form, emeraldine salt.
protonated emeraldine is capable of achieving the highest conductivity [33][34][35].
Because of this, most research on polyaniline as a supercapacitor, or anything con-
ductive for that matter, has been focused on emeraldine salts [22][36][37]. Polyaniline
half-oxidized to the emeraldine state is also extremely useful for sensors due to the
wide conductivity range as a result of changes in delocalization behavior.
The emeraldine salt form has been made in many ways other than aqueous acid
doping emeraldine base. A pernigraniline film treated with a dilute aqueous acid will
protonate and reduce to the emeraldine form in the process [33]. Additionally placing
a pernigraniline film and a leucoemeraldine film together can cause the pernigraniline
film to be reduced by the leucoemeraldine film as the leucoemeraldine film is oxidized
by the pernigraniline film [38]. To mediate this process more effectively, water and
other polar solvents have been shown to help redistribute charge along the backbone
of the polymer to increase conductivity throughout the sample [30]. These mechanics
are important for reducing waste and recycling material to lower manufacturing costs
and environmental impact.
Earlier in this section, polyaniline was mentioned to be electrochromic. This
means that the application of electric potential changes the optical properties of
polyaniline due to a change in oxidation state [39]. Many researchers have thor-
oughly documented the spectral peaks produced by polyaniline at its various states,
including emeraldine doped with various acids and ions [29][33][40][41]. Since peaks
in the visible range are shifted, it is common to describe the state with the color
9seen by the naked eye [42]. The colors of the films to the naked eye are as follows:
fully reduced leucoemeraldine base is colorless/transparent yellow, emeraldine base
is blue, pernigraniline base is violet, emeraldine salt is green, and pernigraniline salt
is dark blue/black [35], [39], [42].
1.2 ELECTROPOLYMERIZATION OF POLYANILINE
In this experiment the polymer is formed through electropolymerization, but
many researchers investigate polyaniline using hydrothermal synthesis [43] or chem-
ical oxidation [44]. In any case, there are a multitude of parameters (temperature,
voltage, duration, oxidant, etc.) that affect the morphology of the film, but this thesis
will focus on polyaniline fabricated through electropolymerization. Electropolymer-
ization is attractive to researchers due to its fine control of processing along with
cleaner results requiring less chemicals [45]. The electropolymerization process typi-
cally begins with the aniline monomer dissolved in an aqueous acid below a pH of 2
[46]. The application of voltage supplies charge that allows the aniline monomer to
reduce to a radical cation onto the surface of the electrode in one of the configura-
tions shown in Figure 3 [46][47][48]. Radical cations near the surface couple together
and rearrange to a more energetic formation, allowing it to eliminate two protons
as shown. This molecule is called p-aminodiphenylamine (PADPA) [49]. The chain
can propagate similarly when PADPA connected to the substrate oxidizes and cou-
ples with other radical aniline ions [49], [50]. It is possible for a radical cation to
react with a neutral aniline monomer when less radicals are available, but it is more
energetically favorable to form PADPA as an intermediate [49]. This process will
continue to lengthen the end of the chain following the mechanism in Figure 4, but
branching and substitution can change the chain shape and properties [50], [51].
Branching occurs when aniline cations attach to the middle of a chain at a nitrogen
site and substitution is when the cation R attaches to a ring as shown by the scheme
10
FIG. 3: The cationization of aniline monomer to one of the radical forms.
FIG. 4: The growth and propagation mechanism of a polyaniline chain.
in Figure 5 [50], [51]. These growths contribute to crosslinking in polyaniline which
can change the overall properties. It has been demonstrated that controlling the
amount of branching and substitution can influence the morphology of polyaniline
to form nanotubes, microrods, aggregated particles, and sheets [52]. Research has
also found that too much crosslinking in polyaniline can inhibit surface reactions in
pores due to increased ionic resistivity [53].
1.3 REDOX MECHANISM OF HYDROQUINONE
11
FIG. 5: Branching (left) and substitution (right) mechanisms that can affect the
morphology of PANI.
FIG. 6: A hydroquinone molecule diagram
FIG. 7: The redox mechanism of hydroquinone and benzoquinone in a pH of about
0.3. Adapted with permission from Cooper and Hall [54].
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Many researchers choose to implement redox mediators into their electrolyte to
increase performance. Redox mediators can increase the conductivity of the elec-
trolyte and contribute charge storage by reacting with the surface of the electrode
[55]. The specific capacitance is improved without modifying the electrode and can
result in devices with energy densities comparable to that of a battery [56]. Some
redox mediators even synergize together in the same electrolyte to increase the per-
formance more than each do individually [57].
Hydroquinone is a quinonoid ring with a hydroxy group connected to either end
as shown in Figure 6. It is an excellent redox mediator to use for polyaniline su-
percapacitors due to the low cost and the catalytic effect PANI has on the redox
reaction between hydroquinone and benzoquinone [58]. With low enough pH, it can
be reversibly oxidized to benzoquinone in a two electron mechanism; the reaction for
a pH of 0.3 is depicted in Figure 7 [54].
The reaction begins with the adsorption of hydroquinone at the acid centers of
emeraldine salt through the formation of a hydrogen bridge to mediate the charge
[59]. This means the oxidation of emeraldine salt in 1M H2SO4 must occur first.
Also researchers have previously determined that oxidation of leucoemeraldine to
emeraldine salt is slower than the oxidation of hydroquinone to benzoquinone, so
oxidation of leucoemeraldine to emeraldine salt is the rate determining step of the
reaction [58]. After bridging to emeraldine salt and oxidizing to benzoquinone, the
two freed electrons are supplied to the imine at the acid center, and subsequently the
PANI chain is oxidized to pernigraniline [60]. The reduction process occurs in the
reverse order and practically no overpotential is necessary for oxidation or reduction
[60].
1.4 MOTIVATION
Commercial supercapacitors are typically made of activated carbon and exhibit
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specific capacitance values around 25-30 F g-1 with energy density values up to about
6 Wh kg-1 [61]. Acetonitrile solvent is generally used in commercial supercapacitors
due to its high operating voltage, high conductivity, and low viscosity, but is ex-
pensive and dangerous [62]. Manufacturing with organic solvents requires intensive
environmental controls, because trace amounts of water can severely reduce the op-
erating voltage [63]. Water as a solvent limits the operating voltage to around 1V
due to the decomposition of water at 1.23V. Even with this limitation, researchers
have designed PANI supercapacitors using 1M H2SO4 as an electrolyte that can
massively outperform commercial devices. Plus water is without a doubt the most
environmentally friendly solvent with a fraction of the cost of any other solvent.
PANI can theoretically exhibit a specific capacitance of 2056 F g-1 assuming all
of the PANI is involved in charge storage [12]. In practice, PANI electrodes were
reported to exhibit up to 577 F g-1 in 1M H2SO4 [52], [64, 65, 66], yet no PANI-based
supercapacitors can be found on the market. This can be partially attributed to the
high-cost and low throughput of the complicated procedures researchers tend to fol-
low when attempting to fabricate the best possible devices. Researchers have already
demonstrated that aniline precursor solution can be recycled [52], but a simple man-
ufacturing process to create safe and environmentally friendly PANI supercapacitors
for minimal cost is needed.
Fabricating PANI supercapacitors through electropolymerization does not require
expensive equipment and can form films of controlled morphological growth. To be
effective, PANI requires a high surface area. Increasing the film thickness or the pore
density of the film can dramatically increase the resistance if the material has low
conductivity or the electrolyte poorly diffuses through the pores. The work of this
thesis investigated the capacitance of PANI films fabricated on stainless steel through
electropolymerization based on the growth voltage. The highest capacitance film
shows massive improvement with hydroquinone in the electrolyte as a redox mediator.
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Symmetric full-cell devices then were first fabricated using this aqueous electrolyte.
Then polyvinyl alcohol was added to the electrolyte to form a gel polymer electrolyte,
which was used to construct solid state supercapacitors. Polyvinyl alcohol is chosen
due to its low cost, ease of manufacturing, non-toxicity, and its hydrophilicity [67].
The solid state design can hurt the performance due to higher resistance, but solid
state electrolytes reduce the danger of electrolyte leakage and greatly simplifies cell
design [68].
1.5 METHODOLOGY
To form a PANI film through electropolymerization, two identical stainless steel
electrodes were placed in a cell with aqueous precursor solution containing aniline and
sulfuric acid and voltage is applied. The cell is a box designed with just enough room
for 8 mL of solution between the electrodes. A low volume deposition not only keeps
the material cost down, but can reduce the space required to manufacture devices.
To find out which voltage produces a film with desirable morphology, electropoly-
merization was performed incrementally across a range of voltages to find which
films exhibited peak specific capacitance. To further improve the performance of the
highest performing film, hydroquinone was implemented as a redox mediator. The
optimized electrode was then built into supercapacitors with aqueous electrolyte con-
taining hydroquinone. Supercapacitors were also fabricated using electrolyte without
hydroquinone to verify that hydroquinone contributes to improved performance in a
full-cell design. After this was proven to be true, the design was reiterated to include
polyvinyl alcohol in the electrolyte as a plasticizer. The electrolyte gel has more
utility than liquid electrolytes because it can hold the device together when it dries
and can reduce the cost of finishing the cell to be safe.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL
Thin films of polyaniline were electropolymerized onto the surface of stainless
steel substrates at voltages from 1.07V to 1.21V to investigate the optimal deposi-
tion parameters for the specific precursor solution chosen. The resulting films are
electrochemically tested to determine the charge storage capabilities when different
films are formed. Once the optimal PANI electrode preparation technique was found,
electrodes were fabricated into symmetric hybrid supercapacitors.
The chemicals used in the experiment were used as received from the distributor.
All water used in this thesis was deionized (DI). Aniline was kept in a nitrogen
glove-box to minimize degradation over time. The substrates were cleaned heavily
to remove any grease or dirt that might remain from the machine shop. They were
cleaned with acetone twice before cleaning with methanol and isopropyl alcohol.
The precursor solution consisted of DI water, H2SO4, and aniline. To ensure
accurate measurements of H2SO4 and to streamline production, 1M H2SO4 was care-
fully made first. A syringe was used to add a precise amount of H2SO4 to DI water
that was accurately measured in a volumetric flask. Accurate measurement is im-
portant to ensure consistency as this electrolyte solution was used as a basis for
electropolymerization as well as the base of the electrolytes used for electrochemical
testing. Any error that is made in preparing this solution will propagate through the
whole process; however, using this solution for all electrolyte needs can drastically
simplify manufacturing. In a typical experiment, the precursor solution was then
made from 50 mL of 1M H2SO4 added to 75 mL DI water followed by 5.5 mL of ani-
line added dropwise under constant stirring until homogeneous. The remaining 1M
H2SO4 solution was used later as an electrolyte for electrochemical characterization.
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Electropolymerization was carried out potentiostatically for 3 minutes in a two
electrode system with matching stainless steel substrates at room temperature. The
electrodes are masked on the back and a strip on the front to act as the contact.
Each electrode is made with only 8 mL of solution. After electropolymerization,
the substrates are propped up to drain excess solution and dry for three minutes
before washing with DI water. The substrates are then dried in a vacuum chamber
overnight before characterizing or assembling into a supercapacitor.
2.1 CHARACTERIZATION
The power supply used for electropolymerization in this experiment was a B&K
VSP6020. A CorrTest CS150 electrochemical workstation was employed to test the
electrochemical performance of full-cell and half-cell devices. For half-cell tests, a
Hanna Instruments saturated calomel reference electrode was connected as the refer-
ence electrode with a platinum counter electrode. SEM images were collected with a
JEOL SEM JSM 6060 LV. A Perkin Elmer Lambda 45 spectrophotometer was used
to collect UV-VIS measurements.
2.1.1 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a powerful electrochemical characterization technique
in which voltage is scanned across a range at a certain scan rate and the current re-
sponse is analyzed. This technique is used often to determine the electrochemical
performance of supercapacitor electrodes in a half-cell three probe system or a com-
plete supercapacitor device in two probe configuration; however, it can also be a
valuable technique for material synthesis, approximating surface area [69], or inves-
tigating the bandgap structure [70]. For supercapacitors, the current response curve
can be analyzed to find the capacitance, the energy density, the power density, and
the contributions due to EDL or redox mechanisms.
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FIG. 8: Voltammogram showing the current response of a PANI film as the voltage
is scanned between -0.5V and 0.7V.
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Figure 6 shows the cyclic voltammogram recorded for a random PANI electrode.
The current response curve depicts the charge storage and discharge over time. The
top curve is the charge response when the voltage is swept from -0.5V to 0.7V and
bottom curve is the discharge current as the potential is swept back to -0.5V. The
gradual curve shape can be attributed to EDL capacitance mechanisms or pseudo-
capacitance while sharper peaks are resultant of other redox mechanisms that arise
at specific potentials. A system in which each molecule transfers n electrons exhibits
ideal behavior when the distance between the oxidation and reduction peaks is 58/n
mV (at 25◦C) [71]. The actual peak-to-peak separation is related to the reaction
rate, where the peaks separate and broaden when the system isnt able to keep up.
This can be a result of slow reaction kinetics or lack of electrolyte diffusion into the
porous electrode [72]. The reaction rate must be fast enough to fully charge and
discharge within the operating voltage window at a given scan rate or not all active
sites will contribute to the energy storage mechanisms.
The overall capacitance C for supercapacitor in a half-cell is the total amount
of charge transfer ∆Qtotal that occurs during charging and discharging across the
voltage window ∆V [73]:
C =
∆Qtotal
2∆V
(10)
The total charge in the system ∆Qtotal is the full area between the charging and
discharging curves of the cyclic voltammogram, but can be roughly broken down into
the charge accumulated C1 from the area under the charging curve and the charge
discharged C2 from the area under the discharge curve. The charging capacitance C1
can be calculated from the cyclic voltammogram from the charge accumulated Q1
across the voltage window ∆V [74]:
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C1 =
∆Q1
∆V
(11)
In this case, the total charge gained ∆Q1 is the area under the charge response curve
I1(V ) at a given scan rate v:
∆Q1 =
1
v
∫ Vmax
Vmin
I1(V )dV (12)
This results in a charging capacitance [72], [74]:
C1 =
1
v∆V
∫ Vmax
Vmin
I1(V )dV (13)
Likewise, the discharge response curve I2(V ) can be integrated to find the charge
discharged ∆Q2. While numerical integration can be used to easily find the total
area between the curves, the charges can be found and plugged into equation 16 to
determine the overall capacitance of the device. The charges can also give insight
to the coulombic efficiency by comparing the charge discharged to the amount of
charge that accumulated while charging, but the columbic efficiency is typically found
through the galvanostatic charge/discharge that will be discussed next [76].
The capacitance in a two probe full-cell system, generally a fully constructed
supercapacitor device, can be found using the same equations as a three probe system,
but the specific capacitance is adjusted with a 4x multiplier to account for the mass
of two electrodes [77].
2.1.2 GALVANOSTATIC CHARGE-DISCHARGE
Energy storage mechanics can be investigated by studying the response to various
forms of electrical input: applying constant current, sweeping voltage at a certain
scan rate, or alternating current at a range of frequencies [78]. The first way is the
mechanic that drives galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD), while the second of these
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is obviously the basis behind cyclic voltammetry. The third way is incorporated into
the technique known as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
Galvanostatic charge-discharge, also called constant current charge-discharge or
chronopotentiometry, is the application of constant current density to study the po-
tential response as it charges to a specified voltage and discharges. This technique is
the best method for evaluating the actual performance of a fully fabricated device,
and it is considered to be the most useful supercapacitor characterization technique
when it comes to versatility and accuracy [11], [79]. Similar to the cyclic voltam-
mogram response curve, the ideal response of EDL charge storage mechanics and
actual pseudocapacitance is linear and symmetric, while most redox active materials
exhibit nonlinear response curves as reactions occur quickly corresponding to certain
voltages [80], [81].
Observe Figure 9a depicting the shape of an ideal potential response curve for a
supercapacitor in pink [82]. The area under the curve is related to the capacitance
of a half-cell by [77], [83]:
C =
I
dV/dt
=
I∆t
∆V
=
I∆t
Vmax − Vmin (14)
The device is discharged with constant current I once it reaches Vmax and takes an
amount of time ∆t to reach Vmin. A linear discharge curve will have the characteristic
slope dV/dt. Nonlinear plots of more battery-like devices can be integrated over the
area instead [2]; however, charge discharged at a constant discharge current will
be the same over a given interval of time regardless of the shape of the potential
response, so the capacitance can still be derived just from the discharge time, current,
and operating voltage. This formula is similar to the capacitance formula for cyclic
voltammetry, with the difference being that the GCD curve can be easily broken
into charging and discharging. Obviously, the important capacitance is the discharge
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capacitance that the device will actually output for energy storage purposes, but
other details can be drawn from the potential response.
Assuming the device is not perfect, there is an initial voltage drop that occurs
when the device begins to discharge that is related to the internal resistance of the
device R [84]:
R =
Vdrop
2I
(15)
This is depicted in Figure 9b as indicated where the voltage quickly drops and
then becomes linear shortly after [82]. Leakage current can also be present in a
supercapacitor. A supercapacitor with low leakage current will be practically linear
and symmetric as shown by the pink line in Figure 9a, but the blue line represents
a device with more leakage current [82].
The coulombic efficiency η is accurately determined from GCD measurements by
comparing the amount of time it takes to discharge tD with the time it takes to
charge tC [85]:
η =
tD
tC
∗ 100% (16)
To compare the specific capacitance values with those run in a full-cell test, a
factor of four has been used as a multiplier for GCD measurements as well [86], [87].
2.1.3 FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
The atoms within a molecule above absolute zero constantly vibrate, in which the
bonds stretch or bend at a natural frequency [88]. This phenomenon can be roughly
modeled similar to Hookes law with balls connected by springs to represent the atoms
and bonds [89]. Physically, photons are absorbed to increase vibrational energy
when their frequency matches the natural vibrational frequencies of bonds within
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FIG. 9: Depictions of non-ideal behavior influencing device performance. a) Leakage
current and b) internal resistance. Reproduced with permission from Ban, et al. [82].
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the molecule, which occurs in the infrared region [88]. Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) is a technique that utilizes this phenomenon to characterize
materials based on the energies they absorb by corresponding the values with the
known values of specific bonds [89]. This can be especially useful for polymer analysis
as these bonds can give details of the molecular structure and the identification of
functional groups can help distinguish between similar compounds [89].
2.1.4 ULTRAVIOLET-VISIBLE ABSORPTION
Ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) absorption is a technique in which light in the ul-
traviolet and visible wavelength range is shined through a film to determine which
energy bands of light are absorbed and which pass through. This can give details of
the molecular orbital structure as photons in the visible and UV range are absorbed
by bandgaps of similar energy [88]. Vague physical conclusions of what bonds are
present can be drawn based on the peaks and valleys of the absorption curve. As-
sessments made by UV-VIS can be strengthened by pairing this technique with other
physical characterization techniques, such as FTIR.
2.1.5 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is one of the most common techniques for
capturing a high resolution image of a sample. It scans discrete locations over an
area by firing electrons at each location and mapping electrons that are detected from
backscattering and secondary electron generation [90]. Where optical microscopes
have limited resolution due to the wavelength of visible light, electrons ejected with
an energy of 10 kV are found to have a wavelength of 0.012 nm [91]. This allows much
higher resolution, but ushers a new requirement that the sample must be electrically
conductive in order to receive and eject electrons. To map the surface of a non-
conductive surface, simply coat the film in a thin layer of gold. Observe Figure 10,
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FIG. 10: A dragonfly eye imaged using SEM. Reproduced with permission from
Kaya, et al. [92].
an image taken of a dragonfly eye using SEM shows the mineral growth on the surface
of the eye [92].
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CHAPTER 3
POLYANILINE THIN FILM ELECTRODES
The concentrations of aniline and sulfuric acid in the precursor solution along
with the voltage applied to the cell will influence the growth behavior of the polyani-
line film. Voltages from 1.07V to 1.29V were employed for a deposition time of three
minutes to study the effect of voltage on the deposit. Then the optimized electropoly-
merization process was varied with the time parameter to ensure the chosen process
yields growth that was the most electrochemically active.
It was found that allowing the films to dry for more than three minutes before
washing caused the darker bulk on top to adhere to the thin film more. Thick
polyaniline layers can be highly resistive and hold on to excess monomer. Results
were kept consistent by shaking the electrode in DI water, after drying for three
minutes, to remove bulk deposits and loose particulates.
3.1 CHANGE IN ELECTROPOLYMERIZATION VOLTAGE
The change in voltage from 1.07V to 1.29V exhibited extreme changes in color
as shown in Figure 11. This demonstrates the high level of voltage dependence
on the polymer formation. The morphology will be discussed in more detail from
FIG. 11: Electrochromic colors of electrodes fabricated with increasing voltage
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characterization data, but some obvious differences can be observed even with the
naked eye due to electrochromism. At low voltage, a yellow film is formed. As the
voltage is raised, there is further oxidation to turn the film blue then green with
dark green bulk. Excessive bulk growth that will not wash off easily occurs more as
the voltage is raised. The electrochemical implications of these different films will be
discussed along with limited physical characterization.
3.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Cyclic voltammetry in a half cell with three electrodes was the primary technique
used to compare film performance as energy storage characteristics are ultimately
the most important for supercapacitors. The electrodes were tested from 0v to 0.8V
vs saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in 1M H2SO4 aqueous electrolyte. The scan
rate was usually set at 100 mV/s to compare samples and can be assumed to be such
unless otherwise stated.
Specific capacitance is regarded as one of the most important characteristics to
maximize for supercapacitor design. The specific capacitance for samples made at
1.21V was the highest on average with 612 F/g. The rest of the results are compared
in Figure 12. The polyaniline film made at 1.07V is the least performing of all
with 154 F/g, but the specific capacitance of the films gradually increases as the
voltage is raised to 1.21V. Around 1.21-1.23V, the performance plateaus and begins
to decrease. At 1.29V the film is very thick and exhibits only 265 F/g. The reason for
this performance can be more understood by comparing the cyclic voltammograms
from three samples produced at 1.07V, 1.21V, and 1.29V shown in Figure 13. They
will be referenced as PANI(1.07V), PANI(1.21V), and PANI(1.29V).
For PANI(1.21V), the potentials that the peaks occur at agree with well-
documented values [26], [32], [93, 94, 95]. The charging peak at ∼0.21V occurs
when the film oxidizes to the emeraldine state. The peak that occurs at ∼0.76V
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FIG. 12: The change in specific capacitance as electropolymerization potential is
varied for PANI films tested in a half-cell at 100 mV/s.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 13: The current response curves in a half-cell at 100 mV/s for polyaniline
electrodes fabricated at: a)1.07V, b) 1.21V, and c) 1.29V. d) The three plotted
together for comparison.
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results from the polyaniline oxidizing to the pernigraniline state. On the discharge
curve, a peak at ∼0.63V appears as the pernigraniline film is reduced back to emeral-
dine. Another peak that is out of range (∼-0.2V) is the resulting charge transfer
from slowly reducing the emeraldine state down towards the leucoemeraldine region.
An extra pair of peaks can occur between those transitions from redox mechanisms
of quinonoid defects transitioning between hydroquinone to benzoquinone [96], [97].
This defect peak is minimal, indicating there are few quinonoid defects present in the
sample. The average weight of the films prepared at 1.21V is about 150 micrograms.
The electrode that was electropolymerized at 1.07V produced a thin yellow
polyaniline film. The same peaks are present for oxidation and reduction, but
much less charge is passed. Additionally the transition from leucoemeraldine to
emeraldine occurs at a lower potential when compared to PANI(1.21V). This sug-
gests that the reaction kinetics are faster, which could be from fewer active redox
sites in PANI(1.07V). As will be discussed with the SEM results, the polyaniline
film made at 1.07V has much less surface area due to its planar morphology. Faster
reaction kinetics could also result from lower ionic resistance as the electrolyte eas-
ily interfaces the entire surface of the electrode. The average weight for the films
prepared at 1.07V is about 100 micrograms.
The thick polyaniline film fabricated at 1.29V exhibits resistive behavior that
gives it a pseudocapacitive effect. The oxidation peak where leucoemeraldine transi-
tions to emeraldine is shifted at least 0.1V with extensive peak broadening. The same
can be observed for the reduction peak from pernigraniline back to emeraldine. The
oxidation peak for the pernigraniline transition is shifted out of the operating range,
but an increase in current can be seen as the reaction begins. For all samples, the full
transitions to leucoemeraldine and pernigraniline are out of the operating range, but
PANI(1.21V) is able to achieve peak current from the transition to pernigraniline.
The average weight for the films prepared at 1.29V is about 800 micrograms.
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FIG. 14: The effect of changing the deposition time when fabricating PANI(1.21V).
PANI(1.29V) actually stores more than three times the energy compared to
PANI(1.21V), but PANI(1.29V) has a much lower specific capacitance since it also
weighs more than five times as much. When these are plotted together with the same
test, the areas can be compared to determine which stores more charge. Figure 13d
shows the CV curves for PANI(1.07V), PANI(1.21V), and PANI(1.29V) together,
which clearly shows a much higher specific capacitance for PANI(1.21V) based on
the area of the curve.
Electropolymerization has an edge over chemical oxidation since the polymer-
ization process can be abruptly started and stopped by simply turning the power
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FIG. 15: The general morphology of PANI(1.07V), PANI(1.21V), and PANI(1.29V)
respectively as seen by an SEM at a magnification of only 300x.
on or off. Changing the electropolymerization time for this experiment influenced
what stage of growth the film is in. The potential that produced the highest ca-
pacitance films was also fabricated utilizing different electropolymerization times to
determine if stopping its growth earlier or allowing it to grow further will increase
the electrochemical capability of the film. The average specific capacitance for each
polymerization time attempted can be observed in Figure 14. It was found that
even reducing the deposition time by 30 seconds was enough to drop the specific
capacitance to about 250 F/g as the film was underdeveloped. Further reducing the
time lowered the performance slightly more. Adding 30 seconds to the deposition
time resulted in electrodes with similar performance to those fabricated with an elec-
tropolymerization time of 3 minutes, but above that the capacitance plummeted and
the behavior became more resistive. From the data, 3 minutes was the best elec-
tropolymerization time for this process, but slight deviations of a few seconds could
be investigated with equipment that would allow more control over the experimental
conditions. A second order polynomial trendline was fit to the data to give a rough
estimate of the best deposition time, which was found to be about 3. Therefore, the
optimal processing time was kept at 3 minutes.
3.3 PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION
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FIG. 16: PANI(1.07V) imaged by SEM under a magnification of x2,500, x5,000, and
x15,000 respectively shows slight chain growth scattered on surface.
PANI(1.07), PANI(1.21V), and PANI(1.29V) were investigated using SEM to
assess the morphology. Figure 15 shows the general structure of the three films under
x300 magnification. The parallel lines that can be seen underneath the film are from
the brushed stainless steel substrate. Compared to the three films, PANI(1.07V) is
fairly smooth and PANI(1.29V) in covered in thick porous growth. PANI(1.21V) has
areas of thick growth with large open areas. A higher magnification is required to
study the growth of these films more effectively.
First look at PANI(1.07V) under magnifications of x2,500, x5,000, and x15,000
as depicted in Figure 16. The overall morphology is planar and the film has a yellow
color. There are pinhole pores that can be seen in some regions and there are small
islands of chain growth. This type of structure has a low specific surface area and
there is little ionic resistance from ions penetrating through pores.
The thicker areas of polyaniline growth in PANI(1.21V) was observed at x1,500,
x5,000, and x10,000 to better understand the pore distribution, as shown in Figure
17. There is a large variance in pore size as the film thickens. From a magnifica-
tion of x1,500, pores up to about 10 m can be seen. The pores in the thicker areas
are more easily observed with the higher magnifications in Figure 17. There are
many micrometer sized pores distributed all over the growth. Smaller pores on the
nanometer scale are also apparent. This pore structure evolves from the variety of
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FIG. 17: PANI(1.21V) imaged by SEM under a magnification of x2,500, x5,000, and
x15,000 respectively shows slight chain growth scattered on surface.
morphological growth in the film, which is presumably due to changes in concen-
tration and resistance during growth. From the figures, there seems to be granular
morphology.
The areas with less growth on PANI(1.21V) were also studied with a magnification
of x20,000 to get a better look at the details. The image is shown in Figure 18. Small
granular nodes of polyaniline between ∼100 nm and ∼500 nm can be identified. At
this magnification the details are blurry, but it is expected that these granules have
nanofeatures. Smaller granules, under 100 nm, seem to also be present in areas
between larger grains and on larger grains.
The overgrown PANI(1.29V) was observed with SEM under magnifications of
x2,000, x5,000, x10,000, and x15,000 as shown in Figures 19 and 20. The overall
morphological features of this film are similar to the dense areas on PANI(1.21V).
The major difference between these two films is that the entire film is covered in
dense growth with very few areas of little growth. A diverse pore distribution can be
seen in Figure 19, with some pores on the order of tens of micrometers. Upon mag-
nification, the only discernable difference between the morphology of PANI(1.21V)
and PANI(1.29V) is the amount of growth. This thicker porous film causes exces-
sive ionic resistance as the electrolyte ions penetrate through it, which results in
a pseudocapacitive effect from peak broadening. Considering this is the case with
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FIG. 18: The barer spots of PANI(1.21V) at x20,000 magnification.
FIG. 19: The SEM images of PANI(1.29V) at magnifications of x2,000, x5,000, and
x10,000 show thick growth similar to that of PANI(1.21V).
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FIG. 20: A high magnification (x15,000) SEM image showing different types of
growth.
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FIG. 21: UV-VIS absorption of PANI(1.07V), PANI(1.21V), and PANI(1.29V) over
a range of 350 nm to 900 nm.
aqueous electrolyte and most commercial devices are made with more viscous organic
electrolytes, PANI(1.29V) is not a good option for supercapacitors.
UV-VIS absorption was used to further characterize the oxidation state of the
films. Figure 21 shows the absorption spectra for PANI(1.07V), PANI(1.21V), and
PANI(1.29). Two peaks are visible in the image that both represent absorption in
quinonoid rings [99]. The peak that is shown to grow and blue-shift from 830 nm for
PANI(1.07V) to 796 nm for PANI(1.29V) corresponds to pi-polaron transition [100].
This peak can indicate the level of oxidation in the sample as increasing oxidation
increases the intensity of this peak [101]. Also the location of the pi-polaron transition
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FIG. 22: The FTIR spectra measured for polyaniline on stainless steel.
peak is located around 800 nm for the salt forms and 600 nm for base, indicating
the salt forms of polyaniline were formed [102], [103]. The other peak represents
polaron-pi* transition and occurs around 435-440 nm in all samples [100]. The edge
of a third peak can be seen on the left edge that results from pi-pi* electron transition
within benzenoid rings [99]. Overall the curve shifts to higher levels of absorbance
because the film is thicker when grown at higher potentials.
FTIR was employed to analyze the bond formation of the electrode to verify that
it is of the salt form. The results of FTIR confirm peaks at characteristic positions
for polyaniline salt as can be seen in Figure 22. The peaks located at 1556 and 1473
cm-1 are attributed to C=C stretching of the quinonoid and benzenoid rings [104],
[105]. The bands at 1287 and 1236 cm-1 can be identified as the vibrational bands of
C-N stretching in polyaniline salt [105]. Bending of C-H bonds from sulfate ions in
polyaniline salt is assumed to be responsible for the peaks at and under 1028 cm-1
[102], [105], [106].
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CHAPTER 4
POLYANILINE SUPERCAPACITORS
The next phase of this thesis involved constructing supercapacitors out of opti-
mized electrodes. This portion is focused more on preparation techniques and testing
the supercapacitors for actual device performance. Cyclic voltammetry in a half-cell
is useful for optimizing a single electrode and testing electrolytes, but building a full
cell and testing it with both cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic charge/discharge
will assess real device performance.
First the electrolyte was tested in a half-cell configuration to determine the op-
timal concentration of hydroquinone (HQ) as a redox mediator. Upon finding this
concentration, the electrolyte was tested for real device performance in a full-cell.
First, devices were built with the standard 1M H2SO4 electrolyte and with the elec-
trolyte containing hydroquinone. Then the final configuration was fabricated, which
features a PVA-H2SO4-HQ electrolyte to form a solid state device. The solid state
electrolyte simplifies device design and can reduce the danger of electrolyte leakage
[68].
4.1 ELECTROLYTE PREPARATION
Electrolyte containing various concentrations of hydroquinone were tested in a
half-cell by adding the appropriate concentration of hydroquinone to 1M H2SO4.
The best concentration was used to test the device performance in a full-cell.
Gel polymer electrolyte was employed to build the solid state supercapacitors.
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is slowly added to 1M H2SO4 in a weight to volume ratio
of 10% g/mL and stirred at 50◦C for two hours. If the solution did not turn clear,
the temperature was raised by 10◦C every hour until it did. The temperature was
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FIG. 23: Diagrams showing how the device is assembled from a) a 3D view and b) a
side view.
not raised above 80◦C. The redox active gel polymer electrolyte for this project
was made with hydroquinone in it by adding the polyvinyl alcohol to 1M H2SO4
electrolyte containing hydroquinone.
4.2 DEVICE FABRICATION
The full-cell supercapacitor devices are constructed with a sandwich-like archi-
tecture. The liquid electrolyte cells were formed by placing a Kimwipe R© cut into
a separator onto each electrode, then dropping the electrolyte onto the Kimwipe R©
to fully wet the electrodes. The electrode faces are then placed together with the
contacts on opposite sides as shown in Figure 23.
Solid state devices were also built in the typical sandwich style, but the assembly
with the PVA electrolyte was a little different. The PVA electrolyte was painted
onto the surface of both electrodes with a watercolour paintbrush, making sure to be
careful that the bristles never touch the PANI film. This was left to dry for an hour in
the fume hood, then another coat was applied. After another hour of drying, a small
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amount of PVA electrolyte was dabbed onto one electrode and the two electrodes
were pressed together. This type of electrolyte dries to form a film that can replace
the need of a separator [68], [86], [107].
4.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE
The first part of the device testing phase was to test the specific capacitance
of electrodes in a half-cell with 1M H2SO4 followed by testing the electrodes with
increasing concentrations of hydroquinone in the electrolyte. The average specific
capacitance was initially tested to be about 690 F/g in the standard electrolyte. The
electrodes were next tested with 0.1M hydroquinone in the electrolyte. The addi-
tion of 0.1M hydroquinone greatly improved the performance to exhibit about 3,416
F/g on average. This is an improvement of almost 5x the performance, proving the
intense synergistic behavior between polyaniline and hydroquinone. The electrodes
did not show much improvement when the concentration was changed to 0.2M, and
the cyclic voltammograms indicated poor cycling behavior based on the shape. The
average specific capacitance was about 3,488 F/g for this concentration. A third
concentration of 0.3M was attempted, but was found to synthesize large crystals
with non-reversible behavior. No data was collected for this concentration as non-
reversible behavior is undesirable for supercapacitors. The cyclic voltammograms for
an average performing electrode with each of the concentrations tested are shown
in Figure 24. Since both the 0.1M and 0.2M solutions have about the same perfor-
mance, the electrolyte with 0.1M was chosen as the best concentration for this device.
This is in part because the concentration of hydroquinone has an effect on the ionic
conductivity of the electrolyte, and it was determined that the highest conductivity
of a PVA-H2SO4 gel polymer electrolyte with hydroquinone had a concentration of
0.1M [108].
The next step was to test these devices in a full-cell with the standard electrolyte
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FIG. 24: Cyclic voltammograms of PANI(1.21V) in a half-cell at 100mV/s when
hydroquinone is added to the electrolyte in different concentrations.
FIG. 25: Cyclic Voltammograms of PANI(1.21V) device at 100 mV/s with and with-
out 0.1M hydroquinone in the liquid electrolyte.
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and the electrolyte containing 0.1M hydroquinone to determine how the performance
changes in a full-cell build. On average, the performance for the standard electrolyte
was about 245 F/g. When the electrolyte with 0.1M hydroquinone was used, the
device performance was a little higher with about 368 F/g. A comparison of a
device with the standard electrolyte and the hydroquinone electrolyte is shown in
Figure 25. It was expected that the current would be higher, even without the
redox actions of hydroquinone, since adding hydroquinone to 1M H2SO4 increases
its conductivity, but the electrochemical activity was greatly enhanced as well. The
peaks were all higher and a large peak for hydroquinone appeared. On top of that,
the peak separation is reduced when 0.1 HQ is added to the electrolyte. This proves
the use of hydroquinone is beneficial for increasing capacitance in a liquid electrolyte
full-cell design.
The end goal for this project was to develop a simple manufacturing process
to create safe and environmentally friendly supercapacitors. Part of realizing this
goal was to implement a solid state electrolyte into the device design even though it
may hurt performance. The final iteration was tested with cyclic voltammetry and
galvanostatic charge-discharge to fully understand how this device performed when
completed.
On average the specific capacitance was about 307 F/g for the fully completed
solid state device with hydroquinone. The cyclic voltammogram for an average per-
forming device at 100 mV/s is shown in Figure 26a. The peaks in this sample indicate
that the hydroquinone was still able to contribute to energy storage in the PVA elec-
trolyte. Testing the supercapacitor at a lower scan rate of 10 mV/s allows the charge
transfer more time to complete, so the peaks do not overlap as they do at 100 mV/s.
This is shown in Figure 26b, where the specific capacitance from this scan was 418
F/g. The opposite effect occurs when the scan rate is increased. The peaks overlap
and far less energy is able to be stored.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 26: Cyclic voltammograms of PANI(1.21V) symmetric supercapacitor with solid
state PVA electrolate containing 0.1M HQ at scan rates of a) 100 mV/s, b) 10 mV/s,
and c) 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 mV/s. d) The lower scan rates of 10, 50, and 100
mV/s.
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FIG. 27: The specific capacitance of the solid state device as the scan rate is increased.
Other scan rates of 50 mV/s, 500 mV/s, and 1V/s were also tested to understand
the dynamic performance. Observe the shape of the response curve as the scan rate is
increased to 500 mV/s and 1 V/s as shown in Figure 26c. Eventually the peaks fully
overlap into one broad peak, because the redox behavior cannot keep up with the
increasing scan rate. At this point the energy stored by hydroquinone is limited by
the oxidation of leucoemeraldine to emeraldine. Additionally, Figure 26d is included
to show the change in behavior between the three lower scan rates. Using this average
device as an example, the estimated performance with a varying scan rate is shown
in Figure 27. The performance plummets by over a third as the scan rate is increased
from 10 mV/s to 100 mV/s. Increasing the scan rate any higher continues to hurt
the specific capacitance, but not nearly as much.
Galvanostatic charge-discharge was also used to test the solid state devices with
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FIG. 28: GCD curves of the symmetric solid state device with PANI(1.21V) and
0.1M HQ in the PVA electrolyte at a) 1 A/g and b) 10 A/g.
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hydroquinone in the electrolyte. The average device discussed previously will be used
as an example to compare performance between different electrochemical character-
ization methods. The charge-discharge curve for this device at a current of 1A/g is
shown in Figure 28a. The shape is far from the ideal isosceles triangle curve and the
charging efficiency was found to be only 85.2% based on the charging and discharging
times. The capacitance from this test was found to be 369 F/g at this charging rate.
The internal resistance of this supercapacitor is determined to be fairly high at 953
Ω.
This device was found to exhibit 242 F/g at a higher scan rate of 10 A/g. The
charge-discharge curve from this test is shown in Figure 28b. The charging behavior
is more linear, but the voltage drop upon discharging is even bigger. Interestingly
enough, both the resistance and the charging efficiency are better than when tested
at 1 A/g. The resistance is only 104 Ω and the efficiency is 95.3%. It is believed
that this is due to a high amount of leakage current that causes less self-discharge
with a shorter cycle. The cycle for 10 A/g is only about 8.73 seconds, while the cycle
is much longer for 1 A/g at 140.83 seconds. A high leakage current can cause the
device to lose much more energy in a charging cycle that is nearly 20x as long.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
5.1 CONCLUSIONS
Polyaniline thin films were fabricated on stainless steel with electropolymerization
over a range of voltage to determine the optimal voltage for use as a supercapacitor
electrode. It was found that a polyaniline film grown at 1.21V performs the highest
under the given conditions. The specific capacitance of electrodes prepared this way
exhibited an average of 612 F/g at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The capacitance was
further increased by implementing 0.1M hydroquinone into the electrolyte as a redox
mediator. The average specific capacitance attained with this electrolyte was 3,416
F/g in a half-cell. This electrolyte was then tested in a full-cell with a symmetric
device structure, and it was found that the performance was 245 F/g on average with
1M H2SO4 electrolyte and 368 F/g when 0.1M hydroquinone was added. The final
device iteration involved making a PVA-H2SO4 electrolyte with 0.1M hydroquinone
to construct a solid state supercapacitor. The specific capacitance of the final device
was about 307 F/g on average.
5.2 FUTURE WORK
This project demonstrated that polyaniline supercapacitors can be fabricated us-
ing a two probe electropolymerization process. The overall supercapacitor design
and the thin film itself could be further developed in a few ways to improve the
design. First, the polyaniline film can be doped with materials other than ions from
sulfuric acid to give different effects. Light experimentation was performed to test
doping the structure with carbon nanotubes, reduced graphene oxide, graphene oxide,
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and cobalt. Perfecting the deposition process with these materials could potentially
amplify performance. Another improvement could be with the substrate itself. Con-
ductive carbon nanomaterials could potentially be deposited on the surface of the
stainless steel substrate and the polyaniline film can be grown on top to increase
the surface area and conductivity. Fabricating this device with a different counter
electrode to form an asymmetric supercapacitor could further increase the perfor-
mance. Additionally the electrolyte could be improved by adding a redox mediator
that would work oppositely of hydroquinone. This would allow an asymmetric super-
capacitor to experience hydroquinone redox mechanisms on one electrode interface
while another redox mediator works on the opposite electrode. The electrode should
also be optimized with an organic electrolyte for manufacturing purposes.
Aside from the device structure itself, the fabrication and characterization process
could be greatly improved. Properly controlling the environmental constraints and
using an electrochemical cell connected to an electrochemical workstation can bring
a degree of control that would allow more consistent fabrication. Additionally, this
setup could be constructed inside of characterization equipment, such as FTIR, to
monitor the growth process in situ. Monitoring the growth process can give a greater
understanding of how the film is synthesized. If the growth mechanics are understood
well enough, the morphology can be finely tuned by programming a voltage/current
curve. The temperature of the precursor solution should also be investigated to
understand how the temperature affects the order of film growth.
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